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From top to bottom, the best
commercial faucets you can buy.

E M B E R

We are a member of the U.S. Green Building Council and support the
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building
Rating System™, to measure the efficiency and sustainability of buildings

Unsurpassed interchangeability
and compatible with the Chicago
Faucets handles, spouts, outlets, and
cartridges you already use.

in the U.S. and Canada. If you are trying to achieve LEED Certification

True commercial quality with one-piece cast
brass spout and shank.

for your building, our low-flow outlets, metering cartridges, and sensoroperated faucets can contribute points in these areas: Water Efficiency
Credit 2: Innovative Wastewater Technologies and Water Efficiency
Credit 3: Water Use Reduction

Reduce abuse with
vandal resistant handles.
We are proud to be a partner with WaterSense®, sponsored by the
EPA and designed to protect the future of our nation’s water supply
by promoting efficiency and enhancing the market for water efficient
products, programs, and practices.

We are a charter sponsor of the Alliance for Water Efficiency, a non-profit
organization that is dedicated to the efficient and sustainable use of
water. It brings together a diverse range of stakeholders to advocate
water efficiency and conservation.

Save time with fewer
parts and pre-assembled
components for installation
in just a matter of minutes.

Built to last with a solid,
one-piece, cast brass
body for maximum
strength and stability.

The widest range of
applications with a
fully-threaded valve
body that adjusts to
almost any deck
thickness.
Chicago Faucets, a member of the Geberit Group, is the leading brand of commercial faucets and fittings in the United States,

Concealed
Deck Faucets

offering a complete range of products for schools, laboratories, hospitals, office buildings, food service, airports, and sports
facilities. Whatever your requirements may be, Chicago Faucets offers standard and made-to-order products that are designed
to meet any commercial application.
Added installation flexibility with models featuring
flexible hoses for adjustable handle placement.

Contains 30% post-consumer recycled paper
© 2018 The Chicago Faucet Company. Product specifications subject to change without notice.

www.chicagofaucets.com

The Chicago Faucet Company
2100 South Clearwater Drive
Des Plaines, IL 60018
Phone: 847/803-5000
Fax: 847/803-5454
Technical: 800/832-8783
www.chicagofaucets.com
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Concealed Deck With One-Piece Body

404 Series

Installs in just minutes, but lasts a lifetime. Chicago Faucets concealed deck faucets with one-piece bodies help deliver durable

n

performance and are easier to install than any other commercial faucet on the market. Pre-assembled parts eliminate extra

n

handling and assembly at the job site. Interchangeability with all current Chicago Faucets components – from outlets to
cartridges – provides unsurpassed flexibility, ease of maintenance, and helps extend the life of the faucet.

n
n

• Precise alignment and extra strength with a solid, one-piece
cast brass body designed for demanding commercial applications

n

3˝ high cast brass spout
Choice of 8˝ fixed centers,
fully adjustable 6˝ - 26˝ centers,
and single supply models
Available with pop-up drain
Optional vandal resistant outlets available
Flow rates from 0.35 to 2.2 GPM

• Faster, one-person installation with fewer parts and
pre-assembled components

404 Series with pop-up

405 Series
n
n

Concealed Deck With Adjustable Centers

n

Adjustability has never been this easy. Chicago Faucets concealed deck faucets

n

are better than ever before and more installer friendly than any other commercial

n

5-5/8˝ high cast brass spout
Choice of 8˝ fixed centers,
fully adjustable 6˝ - 26˝ centers,
and single supply models
Available with pop-up drain
Optional vandal resistant outlets available
Flow rates from 0.35 to 2.2 GPM

faucet on the market. Flexible hoses allow for almost unlimited handle placement,
while the pre-assembled parts and individual testing help deliver durable performance

405 Series cold water only

and an easier installation.
• Easy and extremely flexible installation

200 Series

• Handle placement within 6˝ to 26˝ from the spout center

Introducing our redesigned concealed deck faucets.

n

Chicago Faucets undermount faucets are better than ever before and more installer friendly than any other concealed deck

n

faucet on the market. All new spout designs, choice of body styles, pre-assembled parts, and vandal resistant features help

n
n

deliver durable performance and an easier installation. With interchangeable handles, spouts, outlets, and cartridges and a lifetime

n

warranty on the valve body – you get a faucet that not only lasts, but one that meets any application.

Two new contemporary spout designs for added versatility.

A Wide Selection of Spout Options for Any Decor

High style meets commercial quality with our new 404 and

More choices for even more versatility. Our interchangeable design allows you to bring

405 Series spout designs. These solid brass, sleek spout designs

a single concealed deck solution to multiple rooms in the building. From a low-profile

feature an integrated shank for extreme durability. Available with a

spout for the restroom to a gooseneck spout for the kitchen, you can count on Chicago

choice of handles, flow rates, and pop-up models.

Faucets to provide more options than any other commercial faucet brand.

Choice of L-type, gooseneck, or high
arc spout
8˝ fixed centers
Available with side spray
Optional vandal resistant outlets available
Flow rates from 1.5 to 2.2 GPM

200 Series with side spray

786-H and 2304 Series
n
n
n
n
n

Choice of gooseneck spouts
Fully adjustable centers
Available with side spray
Optional vandal resistant outlets available
Flow rates from 1.5 to 2.2 GPM

2304 Series with side spray
www.chicagofaucets.com
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